
 

Intel Parallel Studio XE 2015 Update 2 ISO-TBE a collection of software tools for developing high-performance, scalable applications. It includes the Intel C++ Compiler, Intel Fortran Compiler, and other performance analysis and optimization tools. Developing high-performance applications has never been more efficient—or more affordable. With this release, you get all the latest optimizations to
add speed to your application without having to pay an arm and a leg for them! In addition, Intel Parallel Studio XE 2015 Update 2 ISO-TBE is compatible with the latest Intel processors. Intel Parallel Studio XE 2015 Update 2 ISO-TBE contains the following tools: Intel Parallel Studio XE 2015 Update 2 ISO-iU3 is an additional ISO image for use with Intel Parallel Studio XE 2015 Update 2. Unlike
the full release, this ISO image does not include software tools for developing high performance scalable applications. It only includes tools that support Intel® processor families. These frameworks are typically used during system design, validation, and simulation phases for verification of system performance and power levels. Note that these frameworks do not provide an environment in which to
develop high performance applications. Installation authorization is required in order to install these tools. Intel Parallel Studio XE 2015 Update 2 ISO-iU3 contains the following tools: The release notes for Intel Parallel Studio XE 2015 Update 2, version 17.2.0, were released on January 5, 2017.

In August 2014, Intel informed its customers that "Intel will not offer patches to correct Meltdown and Spectre vulnerabilities." This prompted a critical response from a number of companies and IT vendors. Some of the hardware manufacturers confirmed that they would not produce patches because it could potentially affect performance or reliability. Other vendors argued since the patches would
only work against Intel products, they should be able to provide a competitive advantage to their competitors who cannot use them. In November 2018, Intel assured their customers that they will add patches for the Meltdown and Spectre vulnerabilities within a few months, restoring trust in the company's ability to deliver timely updates.

[[Category:Intel parallel tools]] [[Category:Parallel programming]] [[Category:Programming languages and environments]] [[Category:Software package updates by Intel Corporation| ]] [[Category:2015 software packages]] [[Category:Technical articles about software packages]] [[Category:Intel development tools]] [[Category:Software development licenses by Intel Corporation| ]] A way to unpack
this iso image is to use 7-zip . [[Category:Documents needing to be updated]] [[Category:2015–16 software packages containing software from Intel]] [[Category:2015 packages containing software from Intel]] [[Category:Releases by Intel Corporation| ]] [[Category:Technical articles needing to be updated]] [[Category:Technical articles needing updating from 2015]] [[Category:Articles with
incomplete citations from January 2016]] This package also contains a patch for the OpenCV library which is distributed under the BSD licence. This patch was contributed by Dmytro Shymkochuk.

 (additional files for use with Intel Parallel Studio XE) [https://software.intel.
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